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Much more globally entangled than many global historians used to think, the so-called Spice Wars were not only a story of European expansion and Southeast Asian interaction, but had an inextricable northern link leading all the way to China. From the capture of a Chinese junk serving the Spaniards in Ternate by Cornelis Matelief in 1607, to the completion of the first manuscript of the incense compendium (Xiangsheng) by Zhou Jiazhou in Jiangnan in 1618, and eventually to the proposal of the strange monopoly policy by Jan Pieterszoon Coen to the Heeren XVII (Gentlemen Seventeen) in the Dutch Republic in 1622, these seemingly irrelevant events are in fact the fragments of an untold global history of cloves which was not westward bound to the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and Europe, but northward linked with the East Asian world via the Manila route.
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Introduction

In early modern history, the waters surrounding some tiny islands in the eastern part of the Indonesian Archipelago were an arena of global contest. As the only place where cloves, nutmeg, and mace were produced, these islands not only attracted merchants from all over Monsoon Asia, but also European traders from half a globe away. The Portuguese, the Spaniards, the English, and the Dutch all equipped fleets to (semi-) circumnavigate the world via different routes in order to approach these islands to obtain the spices, and to prevent others from obtaining them. Their rivalry gradually spiralled and eventually led to a series of colonial wars in the early seventeenth century, when the newly incorporated Dutch United East India Company (the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie, VOC) sought to fully monopolise the entire spice trade. Eventually, by eliminating all European and local
competitors, the VOC could declare hegemony in the 1660s and from then jealously kept these waters closed to foreign traders until the end of the next century.\textsuperscript{1}

The global history of the spices is interesting for the European rivalry, but the Asian connection is no less fascinating. Asian trading in Malukan spices existed long before the arrival of European powers, and survived and continued to flourish during the colonial period.\textsuperscript{2} This article is not the first to have problematised the Eurocentric global history of spices. Beginning with J. C. van Leur and B. Schrieke, generations of scholars have devoted themselves to the study of Asian connections.\textsuperscript{3} By scrutinising numerous reports about “smuggling” activities in European colonial archives, researchers have elucidated how European colonial powers, such as the Portuguese and Dutch, were restrained by their resources, so that Asian traders succeeded in finding myriad ways to circumvent their surveillance.\textsuperscript{4}

Nevertheless, the Asian links with the Spice Islands remain elusive because of the relative scarcity of Asian sources. Consequently, only the areas within European influence in South and Southeast Asia have been relatively well studied.\textsuperscript{5} About the spice trade with East Asia, an area beyond the scope of early modern European expansion, much less is known, even though some scholars with a background in Chinese studies have carried out some pioneering work. They point out that Chinese sources indicate there existed a northern route for cloves extending from Maluku all the way to East Asia.\textsuperscript{6} However, their systematic survey mostly ends with the arrival of the Portuguese in the early sixteenth century.\textsuperscript{7} The ensuing encounter between the Chinese network and the European expansion remains largely unexplored.

A close analysis of that encounter will necessitate the cross-examination of European and Chinese sources. In doing so, we should first be mindful that the nature of Chinese sources differs fundamentally from the sources in the European colonial archives. That difference necessitates different approaches. By the standard of economic history, the scanty Chinese trading records authored by literati who happened to have some fleeting interest in the remote regions overseas are much less informative than the institutionally preserved archives of the European overseas trading companies. By exploring the potential of Chinese sources, this article will introduce a cultural perspective that brings new sources, such as the writings concerning the idiosyncratic Chinese incense culture, into the scope of global spice history.

Combining the historiography discussed so far, three types of sources will be examined in this research: European sources on Chinese activities in Maluku; Chinese sources on Chinese maritime trade with Maluku; and Chinese sources on Chinese consumption of Maluku spices in China. By juxtaposing these sources, this research aims to bring these fragments of globalisation together and to reconstruct the China-Maluku connections during the spice wars from three aspects: the Chinese in Maluku, trade between Maluku and China, and Malukan spices in China.

For the purpose of closely examining these aspects within the space of an article (instead of a book), this study chooses to focus on a critical period in the Spice Wars: 1607–1622. At the beginning of that period, the Dutch and the Spanish fought inconclusive battles against each other and occupied different parts of the clove-producing islands in Maluku. By the end of this period, the VOC under the authoritarian leadership of Jan Pieterszoon Coen had apparently gained the upper hand and began to enforce a
monopolistic policy which aimed to create a mare clausum (closed sea) by excluding all competitors. But, as will be pointed out, Chinese activities in this region were not only partly tolerated by both Spaniards and Dutch, but actually became an indispensable element for the survival and success of European powers in this region.

Against this backdrop, the question may be raised as to what extent the Chinese link with Maluku played a role in the history of the Spice Wars in particular and to the global spice history in general, and why. The article is organised into five sections. It begins with the discussion of the consumption of the most important Malukan spices, cloves, in China. Then, it shows the route from China to the Maluku. Thereafter, the third section elaborates how the Chinese co-opted the Dutch-Iberian confrontation in Maluku and attained surprising mobility by trading with both of them. The last two sections focus on Dutch sources by showing how the continuous coming and going of Chinese ships in the Maluku region stirred far-reaching ripples within the Dutch colonial system and triggered a series of changes within the Dutch monopolistic policy.

Southern Aroma: Cloves in Chinese Smell Culture

The history of spices in China is still a largely unexplored field. A quintessential problem is that even identifying a proper Chinese term for “spices” in a historical context is a daunting task. Françoise Sabban suggests that in the food regime, the term “spices” can be best translated as liaowu 料物, which means certain kinds of condiments including scallions, ginger, vinegar, pepper, coriander, tangerine peel, and so on. But that enumeration is far from exhaustive, because a large number of exotic aromatics, including cloves and nutmegs, fall outside that category. This disjuncture, in my opinion, is owing to the fact that in Chinese material culture, a large part of exotic spices are not consumed for eating but smelling.

The Song period (960–1279 CE) witnessed a golden age of these exotic aromatics in Chinese smell culture. They became an integral part of the literati’s self-styled life. A new genre of writing from the Song period, the compendia of incenses, attests how delicately and pervasively the sleeping, living, and reading spaces of the contemporary scholar-officials were perfumed by aromatics, which were either burned in incense burners or carried in sachets. In the same period, these aromatics also became an essential part of Chinese medicine. The Song imperial-state for its own ideological and fiscal concerns actively organised the collations and publications of medical formularies. Via these formularies in general and the Imperial Pharmacy’s Formulary (jufang 局方) in particular, the consumption of exotic aromatics as medicine was promoted by the imperial regime.

Cloves were an important part of that story. Along with aloeswood (agarwood), sandalwood, frankincense, and Borneo camphor, cloves were among the most frequently-mentioned exotic aromatics in contemporary incense and medical formulae. Their popularity was a result of the long-term appropriation of exotica into Chinese material culture since the first millennium. In that process, cloves earned a unique reputation as the most efficacious breath-fresher, and a well-known anecdote goes that some high-ranking officials were required to put cloves in their mouths when addressing the Emperor during the Later Han Dynasty (25–220 CE). Into the Song period, more medical and practical
functions had been accredited to cloves. In the officially compiled materia medica of Song, there is already a lengthy description for cloves. The most essential medical property is synopsised as “pungent and warm, non-toxic, to warm spleen and stomach, to cure sudden intestinal turmoil and bloat, various kinds of wind swelling, and tooth cavity.” By the end, it specifically emphasises that cloves can “release various kinds of fragrance.”

Clove figured even in an illustrated national medicinal survey of the eleventh century. In that survey, the local officials in Canton commissioned a drawing of the plant of a simulacrum of cloves, the so-called Canton cloves, for the Bureau for Revising Medical Texts of the Northern Song dynasty. That Bureau adopted that image and published it in an illustrated materia medica (Bencao tujing 本草圖經), which in turn shaped Chinese visual understanding of cloves for centuries to come.

Figure 1. The illustrated Canton cloves (1249 CE).
This phenomenon deserves further research since cloves were not the only case in which the Canton local authorities visually represented simulacra of exotica and claimed their pseudo-origins in Canton.\textsuperscript{20}

The Mongol Empire inherited the medical policy of the Song and set up more widespread Imperial Pharmacies in the local level.\textsuperscript{22} Concurrently, the Imperial Pharmacy’s Formulary, in which aromatics abound, remained highly popular, so that a famous contemporary doctor, Zhu Zhenheng 朱震亨 (1281–1358), reprimanded that it “has become a fashion.”\textsuperscript{23} This period, as Ptak has appointed out, was in fact a high period in China-Maluku connections, as Chinese sources explicitly indicate some traders from China made annual trips to Maluku for cloves.\textsuperscript{24}

A decline, as Ptak has observed, was experienced in the early and middle Ming period (ca. 1370s–1550s).\textsuperscript{25} The scope and causation of that decline deserves further research. Here I can only indicate a number of potential links. In general the Ming Empire was much less keen to promote the Imperial Pharmacy system than the preceding Song-Mongol dynasties.\textsuperscript{26} Many Imperial Pharmacies were ignored and became obsolete.\textsuperscript{27} At the same time, the school of Zhu Zhenheng, who was the most outspoken critic of the aromatic-rich Imperial Pharmacy’s Formulary and who had explicitly criticised the excessive use of cloves, became immensely popular in the court and among the literati alike.\textsuperscript{28} Its influence likely restrained the medical consumption of exotic aromatics. Moreover, the powerful fleets of the early Ming also ignored the Maluku route, and for this entire period the direct link between China and Maluku was cut off.\textsuperscript{29} It was reported by the Portuguese around the 1540s, according to local informants, that the Chinese, who “were the first to buy clove wholesale in the islands,” had stopped that trade for an immemorial period.\textsuperscript{30}

On the other hand, the literati’s taste of burning incense and carrying sachet for pleasure and for social distinction was not waning. As noted above, since the Song period, incense had become an integral part of Chinese literati culture and the knowledge of incense consumption had been recorded in a number of compendia of incenses. By the early Ming period, from these compendia, many formulae had been excerpted and copied by some encyclopaedias for daily use (\textit{riyong leishu} 日用類書). During this period, these encyclopaedias circulated among the literati and functioned as practical manuals for proper householding, in which incense (including the cloves) was a daily necessity.\textsuperscript{31}

From the sixteenth century, encyclopaedias for daily use began to be massively and commercially published, with an appeal not only to the literary elites, but to merchants and even commoners.\textsuperscript{32} A good example was \textit{The Treatise on Superfluous Things} (\textit{Changwu Zhi} 長物志) which was compiled by Wen Zhenheng 文震亨 in 1621 and published shortly thereafter. It aimed to propagate an elegant way of collecting and consuming things in a world where the boundary distinguishing the tastes of literati and merchants had already become blurred. In the section on incense, it remarked that only the notable family of the Marquess of Gongshun 恭順侯 could produce the best black and yellow incense cakes in the shape of copper coins, while the other fancy styles sold in incense shops were “unfit for literati’s tranquil space but for ladies’ chambers.”\textsuperscript{33} In 1991, based on this book, Craig Clunas published his path-breaking research of Chinese material culture.\textsuperscript{34}
The livelihood of this educated leisure class was supported by the booming economy of the late Ming Empire. A good example is the life and publication of an incense expert, Zhou Jiazhou 周家胄 (1582–1659 or later). Zhou Jiazhou was born near a bustling commercial hub along the Lower Yangzi River, Yangzhou. Not far away from Yangzhou was Nanjing, where he sojourned for a long time. As the southern capital of the Ming Empire, Nanjing hosted a well-reputed publication industry, through which many encyclopaedias and compendia were printed for commercial purposes. This city also had a plentiful supply of exotica from overseas trade; a cityscape painting of late Ming Nanjing shows a shop offering “a complete range of the goods of the eastern and western oceans.”

In such a commercial and cultural milieu, Zhou Jiazhou was well received by the literati circle, not because of holding an official position, but for his expertise and connoisseurship in incense consumption and painting framing. In 1643, Zhou Jiazhou published The Record of Incenses (Xiangsheng 香乘) after decades of collecting, sorting, compiling, and revising (the first manuscript was finished in 1618). It is the most comprehensive compendium of incenses published in pre-modern China. In its twenty-eight chapters, cloves (including clove twigs and clove bark) figure no less than 295 times. While ubiquitously appearing throughout the entire book, they are most concentrated in chapters 18 and 19. Chapter 18 is titled “Synthesised incenses with floral scent” (ninghe huaxiang 凝合花香), which mean incense concoctions with artificial fragrance resembling the scent of flowers. There are seventy formulae in this chapter. Forty-four formulae have cloves, clove twigs or clove bark as ingredients. Chapter 19 consists of two parts. The first part is titled “Incenses for perfuming clothing” (xunpei zhi xiang 熏佩之香). In the forms of concoction or balm, they can either be placed in sachets, pillows, or even fans, or burned in incense burners, in order to aromatise clothes and bedding. Cloves (including clove twigs and bark) feature in twenty-seven out of its total forty-four formulae. The second part, “Incenses for perfuming body” (tufu zhi xiang 塗傅之香), consists of mixed aromatics which can be directly applied to varied parts of body, such as hair, mouth, face and hand, or be added in bath water. The aromatic mixtures are in the form of powder, balm, or pellets. Cloves (including clove bark) again play a prominent role, as nine out of sixteen formulae in this section have them as ingredients. In most cases, each formula was precisely regulated. For instance, creating an artificial fragrance of plum blossom required one tael of spikenard (gansong 甘松), one tael of basil (lingling xiang 零陵香), half tael of sandalwood (tanxiang 檀香), half tael of fennel (huixiang 茴香), one hundred pieces of cloves (dingxiang 丁香), and a little amount of Borneo camphor (longnao 龍腦). These ingredients shall be ground into fine powder (the little amount of Borneo camphor shall be ground separately), and then be mixed with honey and shaped as pellets. These pellets can be burned in incense burners either in a dry or wet condition.

Along the Eastern Sea Route: Chinese Junks to Maluku

Reading these delicately formulated recipes in which exotic ingredients abound, a question naturally arises: Where did these ingredients come from? In the late Ming period, the
principal port linking China with the overseas regions was situated in the southeastern coast province of Fujian. In the 1560s, after decades of inconclusive warfare against smuggling private traders, the Ming Empire eventually conceded and legalised private overseas trade. A new county, Haicheng, was established in the Bay of Amoy (Xiamen). Its county seat, Yuegang (Moon harbour), was made the stapling port for overseas private trade with Southeast Asia. By the time when Zhou Jiazhou finished the first draft of his incense book in 1618, Yuegang had already passed its heyday. The over one hundred junks which every year sailed to Southeast Asia with official permits met with fierce competition from unauthorised traders from elsewhere.

Cloves and clove twigs were listed in the custom tariff of Yuegang. According to the regulation of 1589, the tariff for cloves was 0.18 tael silver per 100 catties, and for clove twigs was 0.02 tael per 100 catties. This rate was moderate when compared with other important commodities, such as pepper (0.25 tael per 100 catties), sandalwood (0.5 tael per 100 catties for well-shaped, and 0.24 tael per 100 catties for unshaped), and aloeswood (1.6 taels per 100 catties). After a universal tax reduction in 1615, the tariff for cloves was reduced to 0.155 tael per 100 catties and pepper was reduced to 0.215 tael. The tax rates were generally based on the market value. It suggests cloves were relatively affordable among myriad exotic goods imported from Southeast Asia.

Cloves were available in various locations in Southeast Asia. Following the Western Sea Route, which extended along the western coast of the South China Sea, Chinese merchants could find cloves in Banten, Aceh, and Champa. None of these ports really produced cloves locally; they functioned as entrepôts in Asian trading networks, where commodities and peoples from different places converged. From the late fourteenth to middle sixteenth centuries, this kind of transhipment trade was the major conduit of cloves to China.

However, from the 1570s onward, Chinese reappeared in Maluku. During Drake’s short visit to Ternate (3–9 November 1579), a Chinese, who proclaimed himself a member of the Ming royal family, showed up and told a fabulous story of how he had been banished from China three years earlier, carrying with him a special mission to collect worthy intelligence for the Ming Emperor (otherwise his return would not be permitted). Five years later, in 1584, the Spanish reported that “Ternate had only two thousand fighting men but a thousand Javanese, Chinese and Acehnese traders.” In 1589, when the governor of Fujian Province proposed a ship-permit system to allow eighty-eight junks from Yuegang to trade with Southeast Asia each year, a quota was set on the Eastern Sea Route, specifically, for Maluku.

The most illustrative evidence of the rise of the eastern route is from a renowned ocean map, the Selden Map. This map is anonymous and undated. The only thing we are sure is that the author of *Mare Clausum*, John Selden, acquired the map from an English commander, as this is recorded in a codicil to Selden’s will dated 11 June 1653. Since its rediscovery in 2008, the map has aroused a flurry of debate about its origins. It is now generally accepted that the map was updated after 1607, when the Dutch and Spaniards partitioned Ternate, but before 1624, when the Dutch began to occupy southwestern Taiwan, because the former was represented on the map while the latter not.
On this map, the Spice Islands are distortedly situated on the lower right corner (Figure 2). Zooming in to the islands, one might find that this map is full of mistakes: Ternate is separated from the rest of the Indonesian Archipelago and is at the end of a sea route extending from the north; Timor is situated to the east of Ambon and is placed on Java Island; Makassar and Ambon are located on one and the same big island; and the island of Banda is incommensurately huge.

However, if rolled out completely, this map turns out to be a state-of-the-art sea map for contemporary Chinese navigators: on the top is a compass rose, which is accompanied by a legend; on the sea are crisscrossing sailing routes, which are indicated with compass directions on turning points. Among them are two routes linking the Spice Islands to China (Figure 3). The western route began with Banda and Ambon, from where it extends westwards along the north coast of the Banda Sea and the Java Sea. Once reaching the Riau Islands, it turns north and northeast. Thereafter, it follows the coast of Champa and then turns northeast towards the southeastern coast of the Hainan Island. After passing Hainan, it extends along the coast of China until reaching a haven (likely Yuegang) between Quanzhou and Zhangzhou. The eastern route begins with Ternate, from whence the China-bound ship sails towards the northwest until passing Manila, and then takes a north-northwest course. This route would eventually converge with the western route at Yuegang.
The critical section in the eastern route to Maluku was from Manila to Ternate. This section is desperately understudied, as it is outside the conventional scope of the Galleon Trade, which focuses almost exclusively on China’s connection with the “New World” via Manila while neglecting the role played by the rest of the Philippine Islands.

**Figure 3.** The two navigation routes connecting China and the world of Maluku on the Selden Map.
The Selden Map offers some insight on Chinese activities in this ignored region in the early seventeenth century. It shows the map-drawer(s) knew there was a sub-trading system after passing the strait between Mindoro and Palawan (Figure 4). This strait was marked as Ten Thousand Shell Gate (Jiawanmen 甲萬門). Passing the Ten Thousand Shell Gate, there was a route extending to Maguindanao (Majunjiaolao 馬軍礁老) and Ternate/Gamalama (Wanlaogao 萬老高).\textsuperscript{57} Besides that, the locations of another three trading ports—Oton (Futang 福堂), Cebu (Shuwu 束務), and Sulu (Sulu 蘇祿)—were also indicated, but no exact sailing courses were drawn, and the position of Sulu was also apparent wrong. Yet the mapmaker(s) paid close attention to Ternate by not only showing its location and sailing route, but also pointing out Dutch and Spanish presence on this island.

\textbf{Figure 4.} The route and place names between Manila and Ternate (along the Eastern Sea Route) on the Selden Map.
However, the Selden Map alone could not guide a Chinese junk all the way from Manila to Ternate, because unlike elsewhere on the map, the sailing routes in this section are not provided with compass directions. To reach Maluku along the eastern route, a Chinese junk skipper needed a rutter, such as the one preserved in the same library as the Selden Map, the Bodleian Library in Oxford, under the title Zhinan zhengfa (指南正法, The true art of pointing south). The main part of this manuscript was most likely compiled around the 1660s to 1680s, as it refers to the Zheng Regime in Taiwan (1661–1683) at several places.58

This rutter contains sailing guidance to Maguindanao and Ternate. It begins with Mamburao (Wenwulou 文武樓) of Mindoro Island (south outside the Manila Bay). After passing several mountains along the west coast of Mindoro, a junk should sail on a bearing of qianxun (乾巽, 135°) for 8 geng (更 watches), namely, 19.2 hours.59 Then it will reach the southern tip of Panay Island, which is called Hanjiangqi Mountain (漢降岐山). Thereafter, it will head in the direction of renbin (壬丙, 165°) for 9 geng (21.6 hours), and then turns to dansi (單巳, 150°) for 6 geng (14.4 hours). There, it will reach the northwest coast of Mindanao Island. Following this coast, where “there are many foreign robbers,” it arrives at Zamboanga. Passing Zamboange, Maguindanao is on the top of the bay.60

It then continues to show the way to Ternate. From a place called Small Xiangyi (小相逸, Small Sangihe?), which is most likely on the bay of Maguindanao, the junk sails on a xunsi bearing (巽巳, 142.5°) for 13 geng (31.2 hours) till it sights Jizai Mountain (髻仔山), which is a huge mountain with five peaks, the taller ones in the east and the lower ones in the west. This mountain must be the Kioto Mountain in southeastern Mindanao. Extending [south] from the Kioto Mountain lies a series of islands, numbered about seven or eight. Among them, there are Guiyu Mountain (龜魚山), Great Xiangyi (大相逸 Sangihe Besar), and Siau (Shaowu 邵舞). From there, the junk can reach Ternate/Maluku (Figure 5).62

Zhinan zhengfa was not the only Chinese rutter which had sailing directions to Maluku. Published as a geographic book in 1618, the Dongxiyang kao (東西洋考, A study of the eastern and western oceans) also collated motley information from contemporary rutters. Its highly abridged records are too fragmentary for reconstructing the exact sailing routes, but still offer some intriguing details on how to approach Ternate via the Sangihe Islands.63 It shows that along the way from Maguindanao, a junk will find a place called Qianzizhi Port (千子智港). This port previously belonged to Maluku (Miluoju 米洛居) but was now occupied by Spaniards.64 By referring back to the record in Zhinan zhengfa, we know that the Qianzizhi Port must be Kendahe, as Zhinan zhengfa records that Qianzaizhi (千仔致) was on the Island Sangihe Besar.65 Not far away from Sangihe Besar, the author of Dongxiyang kao was also aware of the most recent Dutch occupation of Siau.66 It records “the freshwater port of Siau is occupied by the red-haired barbarians.”67 After giving this account, it shows “there are four big mountains/islands around this area. After passing them, [you] will enter [the world of] Maluku.”68
In the early seventeenth century, entering the world of Maluku meant entering the epicentre of the spice wars that entangled the entire early modern world. The question is how those Chinese junk traders perceived the rivalry and hostility among European powers, and to what extent they could survive and make a profit on this embattled global-commodity frontier.

**Figure 5.** The world of Maluku with place names mentioned in this study.

**Two Dragons Sharing One Pool: Trading in Maluku**

In the early seventeenth century, entering the world of Maluku meant entering the epicentre of the spice wars that entangled the entire early modern world. The question is how those Chinese junk traders perceived the rivalry and hostility among European powers, and to what extent they could survive and make a profit on this embattled global-commodity frontier.
Testimony about Chinese involvement in the Spice Wars is preserved in the National Archive in Den Haag. It is a justification made by Jacques L'Hermite for the arrest of a Chinese junk around Ternate in 1607. L'Hermite worked as a secretary in Cornelis Matelief’s Asian expedition from 1605 to 1608. In early May 1607, their fleet sailed to Maluku in order to counter Spanish aggression. When the two belligerent powers were at loggerheads in Ternate, some renegades from the Spanish camp crossed over to Matelief and informed him that a Chinese junk serving the Spanish would depart soon. To cut off the enemy’s supply, Matelief immediately dispatched a squadron to catch the junk.

The junk was captured and brought to Matelief on 4 June 1607 and its crew were interrogated. It turned out the skipper carried a contract with the Spaniards, which was signed in Manila. The contract stipulated that the Chinese junk, a so-called *pelo*, should supply the Spanish garrisons in Ternate with victuals and cloth, and “75 Chinese craftsmen with all kinds of expertise. … If he (the skipper) fails to bring these men there, it will be fined amount of [blank not filled in]; and in case he can still bring [blank not filled in] persons, the fine will be reduced in Ternate by the Spanish authority there.”

The mission carried out by this Chinese junk was part of larger Spanish plans to gain control of Maluku. Since the late sixteenth century, those plans had become imminent, because the Portuguese had been driven out of Ternate by Sultan Babullah (r. 1570–1583) in 1575, and the Union of the Portuguese and Spanish monarchies had been established in 1580. With the aim of repossessing Portuguese forts in Maluku, a series of expeditions were launched from Manila in the 1580s and 1590s. All failed and one of them even ended up with the death of the Spanish governor of the Philippines, killed by conscripted Chinese seamen who mutinied en route from Manila to Maluku in 1593. After dispatching the largest fleet which had ever been seen in Maluku, the Spanish eventually conquered the entire Maluku region in 1606. Ironically, this seemingly sweeping victory would instead become an enormous burden for the Spanish Empire. After the conquest, it was decided by a royal decree (*cedula real*) that Maluku would be occupied by Spanish force while the trade of cloves would be preserved for the Portuguese, because the survival of Portuguese India hinged on that trade. As a result, each year over 230,000 pesos (one peso denominates one “real of eight,” referred as “real” below) were drained from Manila for the expenses of the garrison in Maluku alone, while barely any cloves were shipped back to Manila as return.

Such an exhausting war in the remotest corner of the Spanish Empire offered a rather profitable market for the Chinese. For decades already in Manila, thousands of Chinese traders, artisans, and labourers had been living in the Parian, and supported all aspects of the colonial lives of the Spaniards. It is not surprising that the Spanish asked the Chinese to ship victuals and cloth and seventy-five craftsmen to Ternate, aiming to extend their collaboration from Manila to Maluku.

The contract with Manila also secured Chinese trading in the Spanish-controlled sphere of Maluku. In the captured Chinese junk, the Dutch discovered about five hundred
quintals of cloves,\textsuperscript{84} which the Chinese bought at 6 reals per quintal and had paid 1/3 as tax, 366 reals of cash, 41 7/8 marck of silver (equal to 376 7/8 reals), and 500 pieces of \textit{wambuis} (a kind of fabric armour).\textsuperscript{85} The junk planned to carry them first to Manila and then back to Zhangzhou, where Yuegang is situated.\textsuperscript{86} Therefore, although the contract with Manila only regulated the amount of money they could receive after performing the contractual obligation, the Chinese traders in fact used part of that income to purchase cloves in Ternate. That trade was also not prohibited by the Spanish garrison there, as long as they paid one-third customs.

After capturing the junk, Matelief was now in a predicament. Although the Chinese junk was serving his Spanish archrivals, China itself was not at war with the Dutch. China was actually imagined to constitute a lucrative market for the Dutch United East India Company (VOC), and had been designated as the next stop for Matelief’s fleet. In order to preserve relations with the Chinese trading community, Matelief decided to carry all the Chinese crew of the captured junk to China. Upon arrival in China, they were released. The Chinese skipper was even entrusted with a small amount of money to negotiate a trading deal with the Chinese mandarins in Canton. He was promised that once Chinese authorities agreed to trade with the Dutch, all of his loss in Ternate would be fully compensated.

This event alerted the Chinese trading community back in Yuegang and was reflected in the Chinese narrative of the Spice Wars. Zhang Xie, the author of the \textit{Dongxiyang kao} published in 1618, attempted to make sense of the Spice Wars in his own way:

\begin{quote}
Cloves: Along the Eastern Sea Route, only this place\textsuperscript{87} produces [cloves]. The barbarians\textsuperscript{88} use them to exorcise evil spirits. It is said that if they place more cloves in their own countries, their countries will have the kingly vital force (\textit{wangqi} 王氣). Therefore, these two barbarians\textsuperscript{89} have to compete with each other.\textsuperscript{90}
\end{quote}

Without knowing the exact use of cloves in Europe, Zhang Xie, as a Chinese literatus, was nevertheless amused by the extraordinary efforts of the Dutch and Spaniards to get hold of the cloves produced on these tiny islands. The best explanation he could offer was that those barbarians had fetishised cloves as the key to acquire vital royal power. This fabulous account was likely well received among the Chinese readership, as it was fully quoted in the \textit{Record of Incenses} by Zhou Jiazhou, published twenty-five years later, in 1643.\textsuperscript{91}

Zhang Xie was also aware of the Chinese involvement in the Spice Wars. Perhaps informed by someone like the Chinese skipper arrested by Matelief, he recounted the peril of trading with the belligerent parties in Maluku:

\begin{quote}
In previous time, if a Chinese ship carried goods for the Dutch but was intercepted by the Spaniards, the Spaniards would certainly get furious and say “the ship is not coming for us but to assist the Dutch.” They would loot the cargo and kill people. Hence, Chinese traders had to keep the cargo secret and to not let the Spaniards see. [Similarly], if the Dutch found the Chinese ship carrying goods for the Spaniards, they will also be furious as such. This situation has been slightly de-escalated after their disputes were mediated. However, like two dragons sharing one pool, it is quite difficult to do business there.\textsuperscript{92}
\end{quote}
Therefore, the balance between the Dutch and the Spaniards was essential to Chinese commerce in Ternate. To trade with both sides, a modus vivendi had to be attained, but how was it achieved? Zhang Xie wrote down an intriguing anecdote, which claims that a Chinese had brokered a ceasefire agreement between the Dutch and the Spaniards:

[The Dutch and the Spaniards] had since then attacked each other [in Ternate] every year with ups and downs on both sides. A Chinese, who was sojourning there, was smart and eloquent. He lobbied between these two countries [and let them agree] to partition the island with the slope of the Mount Gamalama as boundary. The area north to the mount belongs to the Dutch, and the area south to the mount belongs to the Spaniards. [Thereafter] both stop war and co-dominate this island.93

The doubtful credibility of this account notwithstanding, what is important here is that it reveals some Chinese were not only trading in Maluku, but were actually sojourning there, and playing some mediating function between the belligerent powers.94 In European sources, we can also find that both Dutch and Iberian sides claimed that there were Chinese staying in Maluku and serving their enemies. As discussed at the beginning of this section, the Chinese junk captured by Matelief was initially hired by the Spaniards to import seventy-five Chinese craftsmen to serve the Spanish garrison.95 A Portuguese report written in Malacca in 1619 shows there were about two hundred Sangleys, which refers to the Chinese traders coming along the Manila route, staying with the Dutch force in Ternate.96 Although serving different European powers, these Chinese were part of the same Chinese network extending all the way from Yuegang to Maluku via Manila. Also through this network, their knowledge about the Spice Wars was transmitted back to China. Zhang Xie wrote it down in his Dongxiyang kao in a digestible way for Chinese literati, who in turn further circulated it in their own literature, such as the Record of Incenses.

Dutch Response and the Making of a Closed Sea

However, this modus vivendi was not unchallenged. It rather became a major target of criticism by an ambitious young official serving in the Dutch East India Company, Jan Pieterszoon Coen. On 10 November 1614, Coen wrote a letter to the Heeren XVII (Gentlemen Seventeen, the board of the Company based in the Dutch Republic) to complain that a Chinese ship had undermined the Company’s fundamental interests in the Spice Islands:

There arrived a Chinese junk with various goods. How harmful it is to the Company at that place! The gentlemen can read clearly from the attached letter by the Director, den Dorst. Before this junk arrived at that place, so many goods had been sent there [Ternate] from here [Banten], and were sold by our people with so great profit that, every month, 2000–3000 reals were received. After the arrival of this junk, all sale stopped. The Governor [Laurens] Reael advises that [this junk] may have carried away 35,000 reals from there. (10 November 1614, sent by ‘T Hart, from Banten 10/11/1614 to Rotterdam 24/04/1615)97
Such a financial fiasco provided Coen an opportunity to criticise the tolerant policy towards Asian traders by the governor of Maluku, Laurens Reael. Coen complained in a letter to the Gentlemen Seventeen that “it makes little difference whether the Spaniards take over the [entire] Maluku, or whether other foreigners under the protection of our weapons are doing their business,” because “if the foreigners are allowed to trade, then [you] gentlemen will have nothing but the cost of the wars.” In the late 1610s, there was a large debate within the Company regarding whether Asian traders should be excluded from the waters of Maluku, Ambon, and Banda (the three major subregions of the Spice Islands). Most high-ranking officials stationed in Asia preferred a lenient policy towards Asian traders because they supplied daily necessities to local people, but Coen, with support from the Gentlemen Seventeen, leaned towards a more draconian policy for securing a complete monopoly. The implementation of the latter policy eventually led to the Banda massacre (1621) and to the creation of a closed sea around the Spice Islands.

The 1614 visit of the Chinese junk can be rendered as a critical point which triggered such a chain of events. To begin with, when writing this report, Coen was still the accountant-general of the VOC and was stationed in Banten, thousands of kilometres away from Maluku. He had neither the power to supervise issues on Maluku nor first-hand knowledge of the local situation. Before Coen, the governor of Maluku, Reael, who resided in Fort Orange in Ternate and was closely following this issue, had already submitted two letters to the Gentlemen Seventeen regarding this Chinese junk. The first letter, dated from 20 May 1614, was a brief that “the foreigners’ trade, mainly by Chinese” should be inhibited in a proper way as it had become so hindering to the Company’s trade. The second letter, dated from 20 June 1614, sheds more light on what happened on the ground. This Chinese junk was in fact a pelo, the same as the one captured by Matelief in 1607 which had sailed along the Manila route. Upon its arrival in Ternate, it was allowed by the Dutch to set up a shop, and upon its departure, it carried away at least 30,000 or 35,000 reals. According to Reael, this huge amount of money would have been earned by the Company if the Chinese junk had been turned away. Reael also analysed why there was so much money circulating locally in Maluku, which created such an opportunity for the Chinese. The root of the problem was in fact linked to the clove-purchase policy of the Company. Reael claimed that previously the native people in Maluku sold cloves “for nothing else but food and cloth.” Since the Company introduced reals as payment for cloves, things began to change. With the cash money earned therefrom, the local people realised they could buy the necessities of life at a much lower price from foreign traders than from the Company. In order to earn more money, they also became less interested in plucking cloves, which were subject to the Company’s monopoly, and began to devote more time to fishing and other occupations. Reael proposed to demonetise the local economy by resuming the former Portuguese practice of using cloth instead of money as payment. He believed when there was no money circulating in Maluku, foreign traders would stop coming as there is no return for them.
While awaiting a reply from the Gentlemen Seventeen, with whom a round of communication often took two years, a Chinese junk had arrived at Ternate again in May 1615. This time Reael opted to purchase its silk textiles and cloth with the Company’s funds. The problem was that the Chinese only accepted payment in ready money, but Fort Orange, the Company’s administrative centre in Ternate, was short of cash. On 7 May 1615, Reael, together with his council, made a decision to immediately dispatch a ship to the nearby fort on Makian to procure more money.104

That event irked Coen, who had been promoted to director-general (second in command) by the end of 1614. In his letter dated 22 October 1615, Coen first reported the slack sale of cloth in Maluku because of competition from Asian traders. Thereafter he turned to that Chinese junk. “There was again a junk coming from China, which again carried about 30,000 reals away from Maluku. Last year I had really earnestly recommended Reael to repulse those foreigners from Maluku,” but the request was not followed up by Reael, because he did not wish to alienate the local people in Ternate. Coen proposed that if the foreigners came to Maluku in search of cash, the Company should pay the salary of garrison soldiers with cloth and to “pay out no cash any more.”105

Reael was not unaware of the exigency caused by the visit of Chinese junks. On 11 September 1615, he convened a council to discuss what action should be taken if another Chinese junk would show up.106 After extensive debate, it was concluded that this issue should be pending for further decisions because “a definitive order is so difficult to be made.”107 A few months later, on 7 April 1616, there came once again a Chinese junk at Ternate.108 By then, the reply from the Gentlemen Seventeen was still on the way.109 Reael and his council decided to take a prudent action. They refrained from using force but tried to pay the Chinese in cash “as little as practicable.”110

However, in the Dutch Republic, the directors of the Company did not appreciate Reael’s effort to maintain the subtly balanced situation in Maluku. What they expected was a complete monopoly, which in their opinion required the creation of a closed sea. On 30 April 1615, merely six days after the arrival of the ship in Rotterdam which carried the letters telling the visit of Chinese junk in 1614, a clear order was given to Coen:

Further to our regret, we understand that, as you write, the Chinese make great damage to us by bringing and selling their cloth in Maluku and Ambon. The vice governor, Reael, advises that the Chinese by this time should have transported 35,000 reals from this place. We believe that we shall prevent this with all possible means, of litigating against them by forms of confiscation or others. Once they arrived, they should be implied to leave immediately. We have the same [opinion] not only of the Chinese, but also of all foreign peoples, such as the Javanese, Malays and Kelings, also those from Makassar, Gresik and other places lying nearby, who come there for trade. (30 April 1615, sent by Swarten Leeuw, from Texel 18/05/1615 to Banten 30/04/1616)111

A few days later, another letter was issued to Governor-General Gerard Reynst. It extended the prohibition of foreign trade to all foreign traders, including both Asian...
and European. In other words, the Gentlemen Seventeen explicitly ordered the creation of a closed sea around the Spice Islands by universally excluding all foreign ships.

Let the Chinese Stay But No Others: Towards a Strange Monopoly

When the vessel carrying this order arrived in Banten on 30 April 1616, Governor-General Reynst had passed away, and Reael would soon succeed him. As revealed by Meilink-Roelofsz, Reael together with his supporters in the Spice Islands opposed the idea of the creation of a closed sea. On 10 May 1617, Reael made a clear statement to the Gentlemen Seventeen:

In the letter, you give ample order to keep all foreigners, especially the English, French, and others away from Maluku, Ambon, and Banda, with force, but firstly implying [them] nicely. This has already taken place against the English and we have given command to all other places to put this to work as per your order. … However, concerning putting your order to work against the Kelings, Malays, Javanese and other indigenous foreigners, [we find] our business would be brought into complete confusion and particularly at this juncture when [we] are staggered by our problems with the Spaniards on the one side and with the English on the other.

From the perspective of Reael, it was also unjustified to repulse Asian traders from the waters of the Spice Islands. He contended that the local people of Maluku had a contractual obligation to sell cloves exclusively to the Company, but there was no legal base “to allow us to expel all foreigners from their land.” Even against the Chinese junks that triggered all these debates, Reael refused to appeal to violence. In the same letter, he reported that the Chinese no longer carried so many goods to Maluku because they had received bad treatment in Maluku, but this could not deter them from arriving, and if they came again, he would “let them stay.”

Reael’s defiance disappointed the Gentlemen Seventeen and facilitated Coen’s promotion. This had been anticipated by the Gentlemen Seventeen from the very beginning. In their letter to Coen on 26 November 1616, the Gentlemen Seventeen expressed their discontent with the situation in the Spice Islands, and hoped that Reael would follow Coen’s advice. This irreconcilable discord finally led to the replacement of Reael by Coen. On 25 October 1617, the Gentlemen Seventeen issued a letter appointing Coen as the new governor-general and in addition ordering Coen to send Reael back to the Dutch Republic. In the same letter, Coen was urged to take immediate actions against the foreign traders in the Spice Islands.

In tandem with these changes, a new decree was promulgated by the end of 1617. Under the title “Instructie voor den Gouverneur en de Raden van Indië” (Instruction for the governor and the council of India), it regulated a number of policies to expel foreign traders from the Spice Islands, including the use of force, armed surveillance, and the replacement of cash payment with cloth. To replace the functions of foreign traders, it also attempted to partly legalise private trade by the Company’s former employees. According to this decree, only those who had “well and faithfully” completed their service in the Company were eligible to apply for “free trade” in Asia. Their application
should be made to the governor-general and council of the VOC in Asia. This so-called “free trade” was considered helpful and necessary, insomuch as they could replace Asian traders to provision Dutch garrisons, and to collect spices for the Company.123

That strategy failed quickly. In Ambon, Van der Hagen decried the shortage of good rice caused by the expulsion of Asian traders. It forced the Gentlemen Seventeen to write a letter to Coen on 1 May 1619 with instructions to permit Asian traders importing “very good white rice.”124 A more alarming report was made by Governor Van Speult, who pointed out that a mutiny was looming among soldiers because of the conversion of payment from cash to cloth. To avoid such a disastrous consequence, the Gentlemen Seventeen recommended that Coen should cautiously deal with this issue and let the soldiers make their own choice between cash and cloth.125

Coen, as the advocate of these policies, was now caught in a dilemma, and had to bail himself out. His solution came in an ironic way as the Chinese, whose trade in Maluku was a major cause of these debates, were entrusted by Coen to relieve the Company of the crisis. On 6 September 1622, he wrote to the Gentlemen Seventeen: “If the indigenous traders of the Moluku, Ambon, Banda and other eastern lands could not be repelled, we are of opinion to bring another staple of trade to the castle of Ambon with the help of Chinese trade, upon which [we] also expect to gain good profit, as having already begun.”126 He argued this would be “the right measure to relieve you of the excessive great burden and to assure the status of the Company in India, as you settle the people, who can live as honest and reasonable people, in your colony.”127 Then, Coen explained why the Company’s former employees could not be trusted, as they were mostly soldiers and seamen “who are created to fight the waves of the sea and their peers.”128 In fact, instead of being honest traders, some soldiers and seamen turned “free traders” abused the privilege of having weapons and ammunition to plunder Asian traders and behave like pirates.129 He also expressed a prejudice against “the noblemen of Banten, the king of Aceh, these of Surat, Coromandel, Mataram, and all other Moors.”130 This was linked to Dutch concern for the intricate relations between Muslims and Christians in the Spice Islands.131

The view of the Chinese as reliable and industrious collaborators was not invented by Coen. In the letter which appointed Coen governor-general and urged him to take actions against indigenous traders, the Gentlemen Seventeen had already given specific instruction to populate Ambon and Banda with the Chinese.132 In the letter “Instruction for the governor and the council of India” we can find words such as “the Chinese are an industrious, hardworking and unarmed people, of who [we] are not to fear. They will never be able to revolt and make themselves as the master of these lands.”133 Therefore, Coen followed an existing discourse and appropriated it to solve his own problem.

The close collaboration between the Company and the Chinese had been in practice before Coen’s proposal, largely because of an important Chinese trader, Inpo. According to Blussé’s recent research, even earlier than the incorporation of the VOC, Inpo, then a young man, had visited the Dutch Republic in 1600 with a ship of the Company of Middelburg (one of the pre-companies which formed the VOC in 1602).134 He sojourned
there for one year, learned Dutch, was christened in the Dutch Reformed Church, and left behind a portrait with his notes.\textsuperscript{135} After returned to Asia in 1602, he stayed in Patani to first serve the Company of Middelburg and then the VOC.\textsuperscript{136} In 1605, he was a key figure who masterminded a Dutch expedition to southern Fujian in order to have direct access to Chinese market.\textsuperscript{137} Although that plan failed, his cordial relation with the Company was invulnerable as he was treated almost like a Dutchman.\textsuperscript{138} Later on, Inpo participated in various actions for the Company, including Matelief’s siege of Malacca.\textsuperscript{139} In 1612, when the commerce in Patani was turning downwards, he moved his entire business to Ambon to provision Dutch fortresses there.\textsuperscript{140}

Inpo passed away in Ambon in 1614, but the collaborative relationship had been seeded. On 8 December 1619, when the rice shortage in Ambon was reported by van der Hagen, Coen approved the appointment of a Chinese headman in Ambon to let him import rice and Chinese migrants from Makassar.\textsuperscript{141} On 28 February 1620, Coen dispatched a Dutch ship to Bima, Sumbawa, to bring Chinese junks to Ambon, and he promised the Chinese that after their junks arrived at Ambon, they could choose to sail back to China.\textsuperscript{142} Into the middle of the seventeenth century, a bustling Chinese settlement formed in Ambon.\textsuperscript{143}

Conclusion

Much more globally entangled than many historians realised, the so-called Spice Wars were not only a story of European expansion and Southeast Asian interaction, but had an inextricable northern link leading all the way to China. From the arrest of the Chinese junk by Matelief in 1607 to the completion of the first manuscript of the incense compendium (Xiangsheng) by Zhou Jiazhou in 1618 and the publication of the maritime geographic book (Dongxiyang kao) by Zhang Xie in the same year, and eventually to the proposal of the strange monopoly policy by Coen in 1622, these seemingly irrelevant events are in fact the fragments of an untold global history of cloves which was not westward oriented to the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and Europe, but northward linked with the East Asian world via the Manila route.

Throughout this violent period, marked by the intensification of European rivalry, the China-Maluku connection was hardly impaired. Instead it flourished in the shadow of the European confrontation. The tremendous investment made by both belligerent parties for their garrison troops in Maluku created a lucrative provision market. Hinging on that market, the Chinese traders carefully maintained a subtle balance which allowed them certain mobility to trade with both sides and to carry back not only spices but also specie which was imported by the European powers to fund the Spice Wars. This observation should not surprise us, as the art of being governed had long been cultivated among Chinese traders back in their hometown, Fujian, in their long-term interactions with the coastal defence system of the Ming Empire.\textsuperscript{144}

Moreover, initially triggered by the continuous drain of specie by Chinese junks, the Dutch policy towards the creation of a closed sea in the Spice Islands eventually altered
to be a strange monopoly which favoured the Chinese exclusively. Before that policy, the Chinese traders had to compete with other Asian and European traders in the Spice Islands in order to sell cloth, to earn silver, and to purchase cloves. After the series of changes introduced by Coen and the Gentlemen Seventeen, the Chinese became the only foreign traders who were allowed by the Dutch to sail to the waters of the Spice Islands, to supply Dutch fortifications, and to stay and build their own trading networks, while all others could not. We can render this development as an important step that would eventually lead to the Chinese century in Southeast Asian history.145
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